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2010). For example, immediately repeated stimuli may occur 
during a tonic hyperpolarization that follows the initial presenta-
tion (Carandini and Ferster, 1997), resulting either from synaptic 
depression at the neuron, or interactions at the local network level 
(Sawamura et al., 2006). Under this “bottom-up” account, RS is an 
automatic consequence of local neuronal activity engendered by 
physical stimulation (“fatigue” hypothesis). An alternative “top-
down” account views RS in the broader context of learning and 
inference in the brain, suggesting that it may reflect an attenuation 
of surprise responses (or prediction errors) elicited by novel or 
unexpected sensory events (Henson, 2003; Friston, 2005; Baldeweg, 
2007). Under this “surprise reduction” theory, RS will be sensitive 
to contextual factors beyond the physical properties of the stimulus 
itself, such as the probability that a repetition will occur, or the 
relevance of the repeated stimulus to the task at hand.
Proponents of both bottom-up and top-down views of RS can 
find supporting evidence in the past literature. For example, studies 
have variously found that attention does (Murray and Wojciulik, 
2004; Vuilleumier et al., 2005; Yi and Chun, 2005; Chee and Tan, 
2007; Henson and Mouchlianitis, 2007) or does not (Bentley et al., 
2003; De Baene and Vogels, 2010) modulate the amplitude of the 
BOLD reduction to a repeated visual event. Here, however, we focus 
on another issue, namely, whether RS depends upon the probability 
that a repetition will occur. If RS reflects the reduction in surprise 
INTRODUCTION
Neural responses elicited by the second and subsequent occurrence of 
a stimulus are reduced relative to its initial presentation (Desimone, 
1996; Wiggs and Martin, 1998; Grill-Spector et al., 2006). This phe-
nomenon, often termed “repetition suppression” (RS), is one of the 
most robust and ubiquitous findings in the behavioral and cognitive 
neurosciences, having been observed at the level of single neurons 
(Carandini and Ferster, 1997), with non-invasive neurophysiological 
recordings such as electroencephalography (EEG; Nagy and Rugg, 
1989; Henson et al., 2003), and the blood-oxygen level dependent 
(BOLD) signal measured with functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing (Henson, 2003; Dobbins et al., 2004). RS has been observed across 
modalities and at numerous neocortical sites, from primary sensory 
cortices to the prefrontal cortex, but has been most extensively stud-
ied in the human extrastriate visual cortex, and homologous regions 
of the macaque (e.g., inferotemporal cortex, or area IT; Gross et al., 
1967; Miller et al., 1991). However, despite many years of investiga-
tion, the biophysical or computational properties of neurons that give 
rise to RS remain controversial (Wiggs and Martin, 1998; Friston, 
2005; Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Summerfield et al., 2008; De Baene 
and Vogels, 2010; Kaliukhovich and Vogels, 2010).
According to one view, RS may simply occur because of biophys-
ics of neuronal discharge and short-term synaptic mechanisms that 
follow it (De Baene and Vogels, 2010; Kaliukhovich and Vogels, 
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occurring to repeated (relative to novel) stimuli, then it may in turn 
depend upon the probability that a repetition will occur. For exam-
ple, in an (perhaps atypical) situation where repetitions themselves 
are surprising (i.e., the sensory world is noisy or changeable, and 
novel information is the norm), an alternation will be less surpris-
ing, and so RS should be reduced. By contrast, the fatigue hypothesis 
predicts that RS is independent of the probabilistic structure of 
the environment, so equal levels of RS should occur for rare and 
frequent repetitions. In a recent fMRI experiment using face stimuli, 
we have demonstrated evidence in favor of the former view: RS in 
face-selective regions of extrastriate visual cortex (the “fusiform face 
area” or FFA) was reduced in situations where face repetitions were 
rare, even when those stimuli were irrelevant to the task at hand 
(Summerfield et al., 2008). This supports the surprise reduction 
hypothesis, but is inconsistent with accounts that emphasize auto-
matic, bottom-up processes as the sole mechanism underlying RS.
However, in a recent report using an almost identical paradigm, 
Kaliukhovich and Vogels (2010) demonstrate convincingly that single 
neurons in macaque inferotemporal cortex show no modulation of 
RS by context, i.e., statistically indistinguishable levels of RS were 
observed for repetitions that occurred in contexts where repetitions 
were rare (25%) or frequent (75%). This was the case both for spike 
rates and for gamma-band activity in the local field potential (LFP), 
two phenomena that are thought to show a good correspondence 
with the amplitude of the BOLD signal (Logothetis et al., 2001). The 
authors consider a number of reasons why their results differed from 
our earlier findings, including (i) the use of face stimuli vs. other 
objects, (ii) the use a detection task vs. passive fixation, (iii) the degree 
of selectivity of the relevant neurons to the stimulus, or (iv) the pos-
sibility that the monkeys simply failed to learn the higher-order prob-
ability of repetition. Although all of these are theoretically possible, 
perhaps the simplest and most plausible explanation is that neural 
signaling of expectations is more likely to be detected in the BOLD 
signal, for instance because the BOLD signal reflects sustained better 
than transient responses (Logothetis et al., 2001). As the authors point 
out, the relationship between the BOLD signal and the underlying 
neuronal activity remains controversial, and at least one study has 
reported anticipation-related vascular responses that were unrelated 
to local neural responses (Sirotin and Das, 2009). Another possibility 
is that the neurons targeted by Kaliukhovich and Vogels (2010) were 
not representative of the computational status quo in area IT, and that 
expectation-related modulation of RS is present at the global electro-
physiological level, but not at those neurons recorded in that study.
One way to arbitrate among these two possibilities is to record 
electrophysiological signals in humans using scalp EEG, and to ask 
whether repetition-sensitive differences in event-related potentials 
(ERPs) and oscillatory activity vary with repetition probability. We 
thus recorded scalp EEG whilst human participants viewed face 
repetitions (face
1
–face
1
) and alternations (face
1
–face
2
) that occurred 
under circumstances where repetitions and alternations were either 
probable (20%) or improbable (80%). An extensive literature has 
documented the influence of stimulus repetition or alternation on 
early, “exogenous” evoked potentials, which may index the arrival 
of information to the cortex (Naatanen and Picton, 1987), and 
late, “endogenous” components previously associated with expec-
tation, attention, and memory (Sutton et al., 1965; Donchin et al., 
1978). In order to focus our hypotheses, however, we turned to 
a literature that has measured ERPs responding to faces and the 
modulation by repetition or alternation (Barrett et al., 1988; George 
et al., 1997; Eimer, 2000; Schweinberger et al., 2002a; Henson et al., 
2003; Trenner et al., 2004). Here, we asked whether this sensitivity 
to face repetition in the ERP signal was modulated by the higher-
order statistical structure of the task, i.e., by whether repetitions 
themselves were probable or improbable. This allowed us to test (i) 
whether previously described modulation of RS by expectation was 
observable in human electrophysiological signals, and (ii) whether 
it was associated with early or late potentials.
One possible function of “surprise” responses in the visual system 
(such as those potentially elicited by alternations relative to repetitions 
in our task), is to promote learning about the frequencies or condi-
tional probabilities of sensory events. However, the extent to which 
surprise responses offer new information about the environment in 
turn depends on a yet higher-order factor – the rate at which the 
environment is subject to change. Specifically, in stable environments, 
unexpected events are highly informative, whereas in volatile environ-
ments, a surprising event is more likely to reflect noise than a change 
in the environment (Yu and Dayan, 2005; Behrens et al., 2007). This 
intuition allows us to make a further prediction about brain activity 
recorded during the task: (iii) that the repetition × expectation inter-
action should be more prominent during stable periods than during 
volatile periods. With this in mind, we explicitly presented faces dur-
ing epochs in which, unbeknownst to the observer, the probability of 
repetition changed rapidly (every 10 trials) or at a slower pace (every 
30–40 trials). This allowed us to assess the independent influences of 
volatility, expectation, and repetition on human EEG activity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
PARTICIPANTS
Fourteen healthy adults aged between 18 and 30 with no history 
of psychiatric or neurological disorder, and normal or corrected-
to-normal vision, participated in the experiment. All participants 
provided informed consent in accordance with local ethical guide-
lines, and £20 was offered as reimbursement for their time and 
inconvenience. One participant was excluded due to an exception-
ally large number of artifactual trials, leaving n = 13.
STIMULI AND DESIgN
Face stimuli were 250 × 300 pixel color images of males and females 
of variable race and age, with hair of differing styles and colors, 
created using FaceGen (Singular Inversions, ON, Canada). Faces 
were presented centrally on a gray background and subtended 
5.9 × 7.2 degrees visual arc at a distance of ∼80 cm. On each run 
of 140 trials (∼7 min) participants viewed two faces on each trial, 
the first for 750 ms, and the second for 1000 ms; the two faces 
were separated by a blank screen for 250 ms (Figure 1B). Faces 
were either the same (50% of trials) or different (50% of trials). 
No face was repeated between trials at any stage of the experiment; 
in other words, each trial contained a unique face (repetitions) or 
two unique faces (alternations). Participants completed 4 runs, i.e., 
560 trials in total. An interval of 1 s was interposed between trials.
As shown in Figure 1A, trial sequences were constructed such 
that the probability of a repetition vs. an alternation jumped 
between 0.2 and 0.8 every 10 trials (volatile condition) or 30–40 
trials (stable condition). We verified that participants learned this 
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Like previous attempts (Behrens et al., 2007; Boorman et al., 
2009), we implemented this Bayesian learner using a Markovian 
scheme: when a repetition (or an alternation) is observed, the 
updated probability of repetition p(rep)
i+1
 depends only on this 
repetition (or alternation) and on the previous probability of rep-
etition p(rep)
i
. Within this Markovian scheme, the transition prob-
ability between consecutive estimates of p(rep) is represented by 
the conditional probability distribution p[p(rep)
i+1
 | p(rep)
i
]. This 
probability distribution is centered on p(rep)
i
 and is modeled as 
a beta distribution β[p(rep)
i
, V], where V = exp(v) parameterises 
the width of the distribution. A large v leads to a wide distribution, 
indicating that the estimate of p(rep) can change quickly between 
consecutive updates. In contrast, a small v leads to a narrow distri-
bution, indicating that the estimate of p(rep) can only change slowly 
between consecutive updates. Similarly, the transition probability 
between consecutive estimates of the volatility v is represented by 
p(v
i+1
 | v
i
), where v is expressed in logarithmic units. This prob-
ability distribution is simply modeled as a normal distribution 
N(v
i
, K), where K = exp(k) parameterises the speed of change of 
the volatility. A large k indicates that the volatility changes quickly 
over time, whereas a small k indicates that the volatility changes 
slowly over time.
Bayes rule was used to update the joint probability p[p(rep)
i+1
, 
v
i+1
, k | rep≤i+1] of all three parameters [the probability of repetition 
p(rep), the volatility v, and the rate of change in volatility k] after 
the current face pair rep
i+1
 (repetition or alternation), given all past 
face pairs rep ≤ 
i
 in the sequence:
p p v k p p
p p
i i i i i
rep rep rep rep
rep
( )  = ( ) 
( )
+ + + + +1 1 1 1 1
, , | |≤
i i i i i i i
v k p v k v dv p p v
dp
, , | , | ,rep rep≤1 1 1   ( ) ( ) 
×
+ +∫∫
rep( )
i
pattern with a behavioral pilot experiment in which responses were 
required on every trial. Our experiment was thus a 2 × 2 × 2 fac-
torial design crossing stimulus repetition or alternation (REP vs. 
ALT) with expectation (expect repetition vs. expect alternation) 
and volatility (volatile vs. stable).
On ∼17% of trials (i.e., 24 per run) either the first face (12 tri-
als per run) or the second face (12 trials per run) rotated slightly 
to the left or right; this occurred equally often for repetitions and 
alternations. Participants were instructed that on these trials (and 
these trials only) they should respond with a key press to the onset 
of the second face (target trials). These trials were discarded to avoid 
contamination of the main effects with motor variables. Responses 
were made with a mouse button held in the right hand.
BAyESIAN MODELINg
We used a sequential Bayesian learner (Behrens et al., 2007) to cal-
culate the probability of repetition that would be estimated by an 
ideal observer performing the task. The Bayesian learner assumes 
that face repetitions and alternations are generated using an under-
lying probability of repetition p(rep). Like classical reinforcement-
learning models, the goal of the sequential Bayesian learner is to track 
changes in p(rep) over time. The additional problem addressed by the 
Bayesian learner is how much the current estimate of p(rep) should 
be updated when a repetition (or an alternation) is observed. To do 
so, the Bayesian learner keeps track of the expected rate of change in 
p(rep) over time – namely, the volatility v of p(rep). A fast-changing 
p(rep) will increase the volatility v, and consequently increase the 
influence of the current observation (either a repetition or an alter-
nation) on the next estimate of p(rep). In contrast, a slow-changing 
p(rep) will decrease the volatility v, and decrease the influence of the 
current observation of the next estimate of p(rep). Importantly, the 
speed of change between stable and volatile blocks is parameterised 
by a third parameter k – i.e., the distrust in the consistency of v.
Figure 1 | (A) The trial sequence. An example of how repetition rate (the probability of repetition) varied across the experiment, switching from 0.2 to 0.8 every 10 
trials (in volatile conditions) or 30–40 trials (in stable conditions). (B) Two example trials. Each trial consisted of the presentation of a face for 750 ms, followed by a 
blank screen for 250 ms, followed by a second face for 1000 ms. A further blank screen of 1000 ms was interposed between trials.
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Averaged wavelet values in each frequency band were normalized 
by the mean power in the baseline period (500 ms pre-stimulus) 
and converted to decibels (log
10
 units).
STATISTICAL ANALySES
Statistical testing was carried out with ANOVAs and t-tests on aver-
aged ERP amplitudes and wavelet power values. Our strategy was 
as follows: we first identified neural phenomena that varied with 
the main effect of repetition, i.e., whether the trial was a repetition 
or an alternation. We did not have a strong a priori hypothesis con-
cerning how the ERPs would vary with repetition, as effects have 
been reported at a variety of latencies and electrode sites from early 
(∼100 ms) to late (>800 ms). We thus used a non-parametric approach 
as follows: (1) point-estimate statistics (F-values associated with the 
main effect of repetition) were calculated at every time point from 
−100 to +1000 ms; (2) condition-subject assignments were shuffled 
and statistics computed 1000 times, to provide a null distribution 
associated with each time point; (3) the maximum F-value from 
the shuffled distribution across the entire time period was logged, 
providing a null distribution of maxima; (4) point-estimates were 
compared to this distribution, with those falling in 95th percentile or 
above deemed to be significant. This previously described (Burgess 
and Gruzelier, 1999; Summerfield and Mangels, 2005) non-paramet-
ric method provides exact statistics that are corrected for multiple 
comparisons in a manner that is equivalent to the “family wise error,” 
the gold standard in functional neuroimaging (Nichols and Holmes, 
2002). In an auxiliary analysis, we additionally corrected for spa-
tial observations (i.e., electrodes) in the same fashion. Nevertheless, 
we report these more conservative statistics along with our main 
results. Subsequently, latencies/electrode groups demonstrating RS 
(or enhancement) effects were selected for targeted ANOVAs that 
tested for the interaction between repetition and expectation. This 
strategy avoids the problem of circular analysis (Kriegeskorte et al., 
2009) because the contrast weights associated with the main effects 
(e.g., [1 1; −1 −1]) and the interaction (e.g., [1 −1; −1 1]) are orthogo-
nal to one another; an identical logic applies to balanced post hoc 
t-tests conducted within a level (e.g., [1 −1; 0 0]). Time-frequency 
data were analyzed by averaging across theta (4–8 Hz), alpha/beta 
(9–35 Hz), and gamma (35–100 Hz) frequency bands between 200 
and 700 ms post-stimulus, and analyzing the resulting averages with 
factorial ANOVAs. A Bonferroni correction was employed to correct 
for the multiple comparisons over electrode groups (central, parietal) 
and frequency bands (theta, alpha/beta, gamma).
RESULTS
BEHAvIORAL DATA
Participants responded to 91.1 ± 11.2% of rotated faces. Reaction 
times on responded trials (mean = 635 ± 156 ms) did not differ 
as a function of repetition, expectation or their interaction (all 
p-values > 0.25). In other words, we observed no significant evi-
dence that participants exhibited different levels of global attention 
or vigilance as a function of the experimental manipulations.
EEg DATA
All EEG analyses described here focused on epochs in which the 
second of the two faces was presented (as anticipated, none of the 
results reported below held for the first face). Scalp maps showing 
This equation provides a way of updating our belief in the 
parameters p(rep), v, and k on a trial-by-trial basis in a Markovian 
transitional fashion – i.e., without needing to store explicitly the full 
history of past face pairs. As described in (Behrens et al., 2007), we 
performed numerical integration using a 5D grid [the five dimen-
sions represent p(rep)
i+1
, v
i+1
, p(rep)
i
, v
i
 and k, with integration over 
p(rep)
i
 and v
i
]. The resulting three-dimensional grid, representing 
the joint probability distribution p[p(rep)
i+1
, v
i+1
, k | rep≤i+1], was 
stored between trials. At the beginning of the experiment, the joint 
probability distribution was set to be uniform.
To summarize, we used the Bayesian learner to compute single-
trial maximum likelihood estimates of the expected probability 
of repetition p(rep) and the volatility v for each subject, and sub-
sequently used these single-trial estimates as regressors for EEG 
single-trial analyses. As expected, the Bayesian learner successfully 
tracked “first-order” jumps in p(rep) between 0.2 and 0.8, but also 
“second-order” jumps in v between stable and volatile blocks.
EEg RECORDINg
Electroencephalography was recorded continuously (1000 Hz 
sampling rate; left mastoid reference; NuAmps digital amplifi-
ers; Neuroscan, El Paso, TX, USA) from 36 scalp sites using Ag/
AgCl electrodes mounted on an elastic cap (Easy Caps, Germany) 
according to the 10–20 international system. The montage included 
seven midline sites (OZ, POZ, PZ, CPZ, CZ, FCZ, and FZ), 12 sites 
over each hemisphere (O1/O2, PO3/PO4, PO7/PO8, P3/P4, P7/
P8, CP3/CP4, C3/C4, FC3/FC4, FT7/FT8, F3/F4, F7/F8, and FP1/
FP2), left and right mastoids, HEOG, and VEOG electrodes to 
monitor the EOG bipolarly, and an additional electrode (AFZ) 
used as ground. Offline pre-processing of EEG data was carried 
out using EEGLAB (Delorme and Makeig, 2004). Recordings 
were re-referenced to the average across all electrodes, and (for 
ERP analyses only) a low-pass filter was applied (30 Hz, 24 dB/
octave). Continuous epochs from 500 ms before the second face 
to 1000 ms after the second face stimulus were included in the 
analyses except when these showed recording artifacts other than 
saccades or blinks occurred in the EEG; these were identified using 
semi-automatic routines, and then verified by eye. After epoching, 
independent component analysis (ICA) was used to unmix the 
data into 40 components, each characterized by time course (pro-
jection matrix) and scalp map (weighting matrix). Time course/
scalp map pairs were visually inspected to identify components 
associated with eye movements and blinks, and EEG data was 
reconstituted into electrode space without these components 
(about 2–4 components rejected per participant). Subsequent 
analyses were carried out with in-house scripts.
TIME-fREqUENCy DECOMPOSITION
All cleaned epochs were Morlet wavelet (ω = 6) transformed 
(Torrence and Compo, 1998) between 4 and 100 Hz in 38 logarith-
mically spaced frequency bands. To reduce artifacts, wavelet values 
were windsorized at 5 SD above the mean. Trials in each condition 
were subsequently averaged, yielding mean time-frequency infor-
mation for each condition, at each electrode, for each subject. The 
condition-specific ERP was subtracted from each trace prior to 
wavelet analysis, such that wavelet data reflect neural activity that is 
not time-locked to stimulus onset (e.g., variable phase across trials). 
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expect rep and expect alt according to whether the underlying 
probability of repetition was 0.8 or 0.2. Collapsing across those 
four electrodes for the 300- to 400-ms time bin, the main effect 
of repetition was significant [F
(1,12)
 = 20.2 p < 0.001] but there was 
no significant effect of expectation (p = 0.08) and no interaction 
(p = 0.45). Accordingly REP vs. ALT comparisons were reliable in 
both expect rep [t
(12)
 = 2.86, p < 0.05] and expect alt conditions 
[t
(12)
 = 3.35, p < 0.01] independently (Figures 5A,C). Moreover, we 
failed to observe a repetition × expectation interaction when volatile 
(p = 0.21) and stable (p = 0.17) trials were considered separately.
CENTRAL ELECTRODES
Repeating the above analyses for central electrodes, however, 
yielded a different pattern of data. ERPs from electrodes C3, C4, 
CP3, CP4, CPz, and Cz are shown in Figure 4. Once again, a sig-
nificant main effect of repetition is clearly visible at approximately 
300–400 ms post-stimulus. The polarity is opposite to that observed 
at parietal electrodes, with more negative-going potentials observed 
for ALT than REP trials, consistent with the established view that 
face-sensitive potentials at the vertex may reflect an inversion of 
the dipole observed at lateral visual cortex sites (Joyce and Rossion, 
2005). However, unlike at parietal electrodes, visual inspection 
suggests that the difference between ALT and REP trials is greater 
for the expect rep conditions (dashed lines) than the expect alt 
condition (full lines). This can be seen in Figure 5B, and also in 
Figure 5D, where the mean amplitude between 300 and 400 ms, 
averaged across these electrodes, is presented as a bar plot. ANOVAs 
revealed that at central electrodes, there was a main effect of rep-
etition [F
(1,12)
 = 17.8, p < 0.002], and no main effect of expecta-
tion (p = 0.78) but, critically, there was a repetition × expectation 
the average voltage values across the scalp and electrode sites at 
which a main effect of repetition (ALT vs. REP) was observed are 
shown in Figures 2A,B respectively. The red–yellow–white color 
scale indicates the minimum p-value (within the range 0.001–
0.05) observed at that electrode site within the relevant time bin, 
interpolated across the scalp. p-Values were adjusted using a non- 
parametric method, which provides a family wise error correction 
for multiple comparisons across time points (here, n = 375). Main 
effects of repetition were observed mainly at parietal electrodes and 
at the vertex between 300 and 400 ms post-stimulus, with some-
what weaker but still statistically reliable differences also observed 
at 100–200 ms over occipital electrodes.
The main purpose of this experiment was to determine whether 
RS measured in the scalp EEG response was modulated by repeti-
tion probability. To begin with, thus, we (i) collapsed across the 
volatility factor, and (ii) focused on those electrodes/time bins that 
showed a main effect of repetition, to ask whether their sensitivity 
to repetition varied with the probability that a repetition would 
occur (repetition × expectation interaction). This approach avoids 
circular inference (or “double-dipping”) because the main effects 
and the interaction of the ANOVA are orthogonal to one another 
(see Materials and Methods).
PARIETAL ELECTRODES
Event-related potentials from electrodes P7, P8, PO7, and PO8 
are shown in Figure 3, for repetitions (green) and alternations 
(red) under conditions where repetitions were either expected (full 
lines) or unexpected (dashed lines). The main effect of repetition 
can be seen at about 300–400 ms post-stimulus. Initially, we cal-
culated the mean signal amplitude for each condition,  defining 
Figure 2 | (A) Event-related potential scalp maps for REP and ALT trials 
where repetitions were expected or unexpected, in bins of 100 ms. (B) 
Significance maps showing electrodes where statistically reliable (p < 0.05, 
corrected for multiple comparisons) effects of repetition vs. alternation 
were observed. Red–yellow color map indicates the lowest observed 
p-value across the relevant time bin. Time values (in ms) show the 
mid-point of the relevant time bin. Time = 0 indicates the onset of the 
second face. Green dots show the locations of parietal (lower row, 350 ms 
time bin) and central (upper row, 350 ms time bin) electrodes included in 
analyses here.
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Figure 3 | event-related potentials for reP (red lines) and ALT (green lines) 
trials where repetitions were expected (full lines) or unexpected (dashed 
lines), at electrodes P7, P8, PO7, and PO8. Dashed gray line at time = 0 
indicates the onset of the second face. Faded gray lines in the upper half of the 
plot indicate time points where the voltages associated with ALT trials are 
significantly more positive-going than those associated with REP trials (p < 0.05, 
corrected for multiple comparisons). Equivalent lines in the lower half of the plot 
show time points where REP trials were most positive-going.
interaction [F
(1,12)
 = 20.6, p < 0.001]. This was driven by strong 
differences between REP and ALT trials in expect rep contexts 
[t
(12)
 = 5.35, p < 0.001] but a difference between REP and ALT in 
expect alt contexts that was at best marginal [t
(12)
 = 1.98, p = 0.08]. 
Breaking down the conditions further according to volatility, it 
became clear that this interaction was largely driven by stable tri-
als [F
(1,12)
 = 10.5, p < 0.008] rather than volatile trials (p = 0.21), 
but the three-way volatility × expectation × repetition interaction 
remained non-significant (p = 0.29).
SINgLE-TRIAL ANALySES
Expectation values were not overtly signaled to the participants; they 
had to learn them from the task structure. Because the probability 
of repetition [hereafter, denoted p(rep)] was not fully determined 
by the expectation condition, participants were not able to imme-
diately identify state changes in the probability structure. A form of 
ideal observer analysis based on a hierarchical Bayesian model can 
be used to estimate p(rep) that an optimal agent would calculate for 
any given point in the experiment. This permits expectations about 
repetition to be estimated in a continuous, trial-by-trial fashion, 
rather than as a binary variable that depends exclusively on the task 
structure. From then, we used this trial-by-trial estimate of p(rep) in 
a simple linear regression analysis to predict the trial-by-trial EEG 
activity, averaged between 300 and 400 ms post-stimulus, separately 
for two groups of electrodes covering parietal (P7, P8, PO7, and 
PO8) or central sites (C3, C4, CP3, CP4, CPz, and Cz). We note that 
these regressions took the ideal estimate of p(rep) as a predictor 
for the EEG as if no uncertainty was associated with this estimate, 
i.e., we regressed the EEG with the “best guess” (the Maximum 
Likelihood Estimator) of the Bayesian model about p(rep).
These trial-wise regressions were carried out independently for 
REP and ALT trials, and a comparison of the two intercepts gave 
an estimate of the main effect of repetition, whereas comparing 
the two slopes allowed us to assess the interaction between repeti-
tion and expectation. For both electrode groups, these single-trial 
analyses yielded comparable results to the ANOVA-based analyses 
described above, but with somewhat enhanced statistical signifi-
cance. For parietal electrodes, the main effect of repetition was 
highly significant [F
(1,12)
 = 21.9 p < 0.001], with a marginal effect 
of expectation [F
(1,12)
 = 3.8, p < 0.08], but the interaction remained 
non-significant (p = 0.96). For central electrodes, there was a main 
effect of stimulus [F
(1,12)
 = 21.9, p < 0.001], no effect of expectation 
(p = 0.46), and a repetition × expectation interaction [F
(1,12)
 = 31.3, 
p < 1 × 10−6]. These results are shown in Figures 6A,B.
TIME-fREqUENCy ANALySIS
Surprisingly little is known about how repetition influences the 
synchronization or desynchronisation of neural activity detectable 
in the scalp electroencephalogram. Here, we thus calculated changes 
in spectral power across the time-frequency spectrum (from 4 to 
100 Hz) elicited by the second face in each of the crossed repeti-
tion and expectation conditions. This approach generates a large 
quantity of data, and in order to constrain our predictions we car-
ried out targeted analyses averaged across the parieto-occipital and 
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trials when the environment was volatile (Figure 7C, left panel) and 
stable (Figure 7C, right panel) reveals that this three-way interaction 
was driven by a repetition × expectation interaction for stable trials 
[F
(1,12)
 = 6.77, p < 0.024] but not for volatile trials (p = 0.64). Exploring 
beyond our parietal and central electrode groups, this effect became 
yet more pronounced over the frontal midline (“FM”; electrode FC3, 
FC4, FCz); however we omit these analyses in the interests of brevity.
In the gamma-band, we observed a significant repetition × expec-
tation interaction [F
(1,12)
 = 34.8, p < 0.0001], in the absence of 
any other significant effects. However, plotting the gamma-band 
response for expected and unexpected ALT and REP trials revealed 
that unlike for the ERP data, the interaction crossed over, such 
that gamma-band activity was relatively greater whenever expec-
tations were satisfied [i.e., for REP/expect rep vs. ALT/expect rep, 
t
(12)
 = 3.41, p < 0.004, and for ALT/expect alt vs. ALT/expect rep, 
t
(12)
 = 3.52, p < 0.003]. This can be seen in Figure 7D. Although the 
profile of mean gamma power across conditions resembled the dis-
tribution of trial counts, no correlation across subjects was observed 
between gamma power and number of included trials (r = −0.15, 
p = 0.62), mitigating against the possibility that unexpected condi-
tions contained too few trials to compute gamma power effectively.
central electrode clusters employed above, in the theta (4–8 Hz), 
alpha/beta (9–35 Hz), and gamma (35–100 Hz) ranges at between 
200 and 700 ms post-stimulus (Figures 7A,B). Searching more 
widely across the brain failed to reveal significant effects once 
appropriate statistical correction for multiple comparisons across 
time, frequency and electrodes had been imposed. We tested for 
the main effects of repetition, expectation, and volatility and their 
two- and three-way interactions using factorial ANOVAs. Because 
this analysis  necessitated a number of (only partially independent) 
statistical tests, we only report results that breached a threshold of 
p < 0.0083 [i.e., p < 0.05/6], thereby implementing a Bonferroni 
correction for the 2 (electrode groups) × 3 (frequency bands) tested.
For parietal electrodes, none of the comparisons reached statisti-
cal threshold. For central electrodes, we did not found any reliable 
effects in the alpha/beta band. We did however observe significant 
modulations of the theta-band activity and the gamma-band activ-
ity. We report these effects in turn.
In the theta-band, central electrodes exhibit a three-way interac-
tion of repetition, expectation, and volatility [F
(1,12)
 = 9.92, p < 0.008]; 
none of the other effects reached our significance threshold. Plotting 
the theta-band response to expected and unexpected ALT and REP 
Figure 4 | event-related potentials for reP (red lines) and ALT (green lines) 
trials where repetitions were expected (full lines) or unexpected (dashed 
lines), at electrodes C3, C4, CP3, CP4, CPz, and Cz. Dashed gray line at 
time = 0 indicates the onset of the second face. Faded gray lines in the upper 
half of the plot indicate time points where the voltages associated with ALT trials 
are significantly more positive-going than those associated with REP trials 
(p < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons). Equivalent lines in the lower half 
of the plot show time points where REP trials were most positive-going.
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by expectation. Finally, we show that theta-band EEG activity over 
the FM is also more sensitive to frequent than rare repetitions, but 
only when environmental volatility is low.
We first identified two main scalp sites at which strong differ-
ences in the ERP elicited by face repetitions and face alternations were 
observed. Repetition effects were observed at parietal electrodes (P7, 
P8, PO7, PO8) and at central electrodes (CP3, CP4, C3, C4, CPz, Cz) 
between ∼300 and 400 ms post-stimulus. These findings are consistent 
with an extensive literature that has documented the evoked neuro-
DISCUSSION
Previous work using fMRI with human participants has revealed 
that RS is sensitive to repetition probability, i.e., that expected rep-
etitions give rise to stronger suppressive effects than unexpected 
 repetitions (Summerfield et al., 2008; Larsson and Smith, 2011). 
Here, we extend this finding, showing that RS of ERPs recorded 
at the scalp is more pronounced when repetitions are expected. 
The data reported here also offer insights into the latency and 
topography of RS recorded with scalp ERPs, and its modulation 
Figure 5 | (A) Event-related potentials averaged across electrodes P7, P8, PO7, 
PO8, for REP (red lines) and ALT (green lines) trials where repetitions were 
expected (full lines) or unexpected (dashed lines. Dashed gray line at time = 0 
indicates the onset of the second face. Gray lines in the upper half of the plot 
indicate time points where the voltages associated with ALT trials are 
significantly more positive-going than those associated with REP trials [p < 0.05, 
corrected for multiple comparisons across time (light gray lines) and time and 
electrodes (dark gray lines)]. Equivalent lines in the lower half of the plot show 
time points where REP trials were most positive-going. (B) Equivalent plot for 
electrodes C3, C4, CP3, CP4, CPz, and Cz. (C) Mean ERP amplitude from 300 to 
400 ms, averaged across parietal electrodes shown in (A), for REP trials (red 
bars) and ALT trials (green bars), in contexts where repetitions were expected 
(left bars) or unexpected (right bars). (D) Equivalent bar plot showing mean ERP 
amplitude from 300 to 400 ms, averaged across central electrodes shown in (B). 
Stars above each pair of bars indicate the significance of a paired t-test between 
REP and ALT trials in that context; central stars indicate the significance of the 
repetition × expectation interaction, with the following alphas: ***p < 0.001, 
**p < 0.01, *p < 0.05.
Figure 6 | (A) Single-trial analyses averaged over parietal electrodes P7, P8, PO7, PO8. Bars show neural responses estimated from the best-fitting linear function 
relating the probability of repetition (from the Bayesian model) to ERP signals at the single-trial level. Values are plotted for 20%, 50%, and 80% probability of 
repetition. (B) Equivalent analyses for C3, C4, CP3, CP4, CPz, Cz.
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information about the face that is learned as the face is repeated 
in various contexts – e.g., the individual’s name, occupation or 
character (Schweinberger et al., 1995; Trenner et al., 2004) – much 
as the likelihood of repetition is learned via the statistical context 
provided by the sequence history in our task. These authors have 
associated this late face-evoked component with the N400 more 
classically found to respond to semantically deviant words (Kutas 
and Hillyard, 1980; Kutas and Federmeier, 2011). A related possibil-
ity is that this negativity for alternations is related to the mismatch 
negativity (Baldeweg, 2007), although this potential, even in the 
visual domain, often occurs earlier than the central effects described 
here (Pazo-Alvarez et al., 2003), and has a more posterior topog-
raphy, with putative generators in early visual regions (Heslenfeld, 
2002; Stefanics et al., 2011). Note that the component observed 
here to respond to expectation × repetition is more positive for 
familiar than unfamiliar faces, and does not thus reflect a classical 
P3 component (Donchin et al., 1978), which is known to exhibit 
a higher amplitude to more surprising stimuli (Mars et al., 2008).
Nevertheless, the very limited localization afforded by scalp EEG 
leaves unresolved the question of where these face-related potentials 
originate in the cortex. Drawing upon a substantial neuroimaging 
electric response to faces, and described how these ERPs vary when 
faces are familiar or unfamiliar. Previous studies have repeatedly iden-
tified posterior evoked potentials that are more positive for unfamiliar 
than familiar faces at approximately 200–350 ms post-stimulus, and a 
central component that is more negative for unrepeated than repeated 
faces beginning at ∼350 ms post-stimulus (Barrett et al., 1988; George 
et al., 1997; Eimer, 2000; Itier and Taylor, 2002; Schweinberger et al., 
2002a, b, 2004; Henson et al., 2003; Trenner et al., 2004).
Having isolated parietal and central ERPs that are sensitive to 
face repetition, we went on to test whether RS observed at these 
sites varied with repetition probability. Interestingly, for parietal 
electrodes, RS did not vary with repetition probability, but at 
central electrodes RS was considerably more pronounced when 
repetitions were expected than when they were unexpected (repeti-
tion × expectation interaction). This result was consistent irrespec-
tive of whether expectation was considered as a binary, blockwise 
factor (expect rep vs. expect alt) or whether the probability of 
repetition vs. alternation was parametrically estimated from the 
trial history using an ideal observer analysis (Behrens et al., 2007). 
Interestingly, in previous ERP studies of face repetition, this later 
component has been associated with processing of higher-order 
Figure 7 | (A) Time-frequency plots showing average spectral power from 4 to 
100 Hz (logarithmically spaced bands) for electrodes C3, C4, CP3, CP4, CPz, Cz 
across the epoch, averaged across conditions. Dashed boxes show the 
time-frequency regions of interest from 200 to 700 ms in the theta (1), alpha (2), 
beta (3), and gamma (4) bands. Vertical dashed line indicates onset of the second 
face. (B) Spectral power plotted separately for REP (left panels) and ALT (right 
panels) trials in contexts where repetitions were expected (upper panels) or 
unexpected (lower panels). Dashed black line at time = 0 indicates the onset of the 
second face. (C) Theta power values averaged across 200–800 ms post-stimulus 
[(within the dashed white box in (A)], for REP (red bars) and ALT (green bars) trials, 
in contexts where repetitions were expected (left bars in each panel) or unexpected 
(right bars in each panel), when the environment was volatile (left panel), or stable 
(right panel). (D) Gamma power values for REP (red bars) and ALT (green bars) trials 
in expect rep (left) and expect alt (right) contexts. Error bars show SEM.
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inevitably succeed sensory processing. Rather, RS depends on the 
context provided by recent learning about the probability that an 
event will repeat or change.
The finding that RS is modulated by expectation contradicts, 
however, a recent report in which single-cell recordings from 
macaque area IT were used to assess whether RS varied with 
expectation at the single-neuron level (Kaliukhovich and Vogels, 
2010), where a main effect of repetition, but no interaction with 
expectation, is reported. The reason for this discrepancy remains 
unexplained, but the EEG data reported here offer new insights 
relevant to the question. Firstly, the finding that RS is modulated 
by expectation in human participants using both EEG and fMRI 
demonstrates that previously observed repetition × expectation 
interaction is not a curiosity of the BOLD signal, but is also vis-
ible in directly measured neural activity in humans. Secondly, 
although we observed RS both early (on the P100 at occipital 
electrodes) and late (at >300 ms), in the current study only the 
later potential at central electrodes was modulated by expectation. 
One likely explanation is that expectation does not modulate the 
initial, feedforward sweep of processing through the visual system, 
but rather, may reflect modulatory, top-down processes that index 
the updating of information about the environment. Interestingly, 
the main effect of RS on IT firing rates reported by Kaliukhovich 
and Vogels (2010) emerged early (at ∼100 ms) and was relatively 
short-lived (lasting until 300–350 ms post-stimulus); one possibil-
ity is that the neurons recorded in that report may be among those 
contributing to the earlier RS effects observed here over posterior 
electrodes (at 100–200 ms), which also remained unmodulated in 
our EEG study. In other words, early spiking activity may habituate 
automatically, but sustained, post-synaptic activity may not. This 
would be consistent with our previous results with fMRI, given that 
the BOLD signal may preferentially index reentrant processes or 
sustained network interactions over input-related spiking activity 
(Logothetis et al., 2001).
However, this explanation cannot account for the fact that 
Kaliukhovich and Vogels (2010) also found that high-frequency 
(gamma-band) oscillatory activity in the LFP also adapted in an 
automatic, expectation-independent fashion. Here, we observed 
sustained, induced gamma-band activity that responded to the 
crossover interaction between repetition and expectation; in other 
words, gamma-band responses were more pronounced for REP 
trials in expect rep conditions, and ALT trials in expect alt condi-
tions. Gamma-band responses have previously been associated with 
the satisfaction of expectations in a similar manner (Herrmann 
et al., 2004). However, we interpret these data with extreme cau-
tion, because high-frequency activity recorded with scalp EEG 
is not only elusive but hard to interpret, as it may reflect poten-
tials generated by extra-ocular muscles or other artifacts (Yuval-
Greenberg et al., 2008); although other views exist (Schwartzman 
and Kranczioch, 2011).
Moreover, other explanations for the discrepancy between our 
findings and those of Kaliukhovich and Vogels (2010) remain pos-
sible. It could be, for example, that the monkeys failed to learn the 
contingencies, or that the effects described here are not generally 
applicable to visual processing but apply only to faces. Further 
studies are required to rule out these interpretations; fMRI studies 
in non-human primates would be particularly useful in this regard.
literature, many authors have proposed that extrastriate or superior 
temporal sites that respond prominently to faces in fMRI stud-
ies may be a good candidate sources for face-evoked potentials 
observed both over posterior regions and at the midline. Previous 
studies using complementary methods such as intra-cranial record-
ings (Rosburg et al., 2010), or EEG in conjunction with source 
localization (Schweinberger et al., 2002b; Shibata et al., 2002; 
Deffke et al., 2007) have identified the fusiform region as a major 
generator of face-evoked potentials occurring at approximately 
the latency of those discussed here. However, other studies using 
more sophisticated modeling of EEG and MEG data suggest that 
multiple posterior cortical sites may contribute (Watanabe et al., 
2005; Henson et al., 2009). Indeed, faces (relative to other objects) 
elicit heightened BOLD signals in a wide range of cortical regions, 
including extrastriate, superior temporal lobe, medial temporal 
lobe, and prefrontal cortex (Ishai, 2008). One further considera-
tion is that the relatively sharp dissociation in our data between the 
pattern of results observed at parieto-occipital sites (where there 
was a strong main effect of repetition, but no interaction with 
expectation) and that observed at central sites (where there was 
a strong repetition × expectation interaction) may suggest their 
origin lies in each case relatively close to the scalp maxima – not in 
a relatively distant portion of the extrastriate visual cortex. Thus, 
although our  previous work with fMRI identified FFA (and primary 
visual cortex) as the only regions responding to the interaction 
of face × repetition (Summerfield et al., 2008), a finding we have 
subsequently replicated (unpublished observations), we acknowl-
edge that it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions about the 
neuroanatomical origins of the effects described here. It thus falls 
to future studies, perhaps with MEG, to pinpoint more carefully the 
precise neural origin of the effects described in the current report.
The finding that expectation and repetition interact in modu-
lating late ERP components is also consistent three recent EEG/
MEG studies involving humans. Valentini et al. (2011) examined 
inter- and intra-modal habituation of laser-evoked and auditory 
potentials, demonstrating that expectations about the modality of 
the repeated stimulus modulated the amplitude of the habitua-
tion response. The authors found that differences between within-
modality and between-modality evoked potentials at 200–400 ms 
post-stimulus were enhanced when participants expected stimu-
lation in that modality, in a close parallel to the data reported 
here. In another recent report (Todorovic et al., 2011), expecta-
tion modulated RS of auditory evoked potentials observed using 
MEG, although these effects occurred somewhat earlier, perhaps 
because stimuli were presented in the auditory modality. Thirdly, 
a recent study in which colored stimuli alternated or repeated 
with varying probability demonstrated that the mismatch nega-
tivity elicited by alternating colors (red–green pairs rather than 
red–red or green–green) was heightened when those pairs were 
very rare (10%) compared to when they were less rare (30%) or 
equiprobable (Stefanics et al., 2011). These effects also occurred 
early (<200 ms post-stimulus) and were prominent over primary 
sensory regions; again, this may reflect the fact that stimuli differed 
on a basic feature dimension, i.e., color. Taken together with our 
work, however, these findings support the view that RS in humans 
is not a mere function of the biophysics of sensory neurons, or 
a product of local network interactions that automatically and 
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Interestingly, this information theoretic account permits us 
to make a new prediction, concerning the rate of change of the 
probability of repetition across trials (the “volatility” of the rel-
evant expectation). Environmental volatility determines how 
surprising information should be interpreted, because surprising 
events occurring in a stable environment are more indicative of a 
change in the true, underlying state of world, whereas in a volatile 
environment, surprising events may simply reflect noise (Yu and 
Dayan, 2005; Behrens et al., 2007). If RS occurs because alterna-
tions are more surprising than repetitions, then it follows that 
the modulation of repetition by expectation will be heightened 
in stable relative to volatile environments (repetition × expecta-
tion × volatility interaction). We thus measured the modulation of 
RS by expectation separately for trials occurring during relatively 
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At central electrodes, expectation modulated RS reliably during 
stable periods, and no reliable modulation was observed during 
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pattern of data.
However, when we turned to the estimation of theta-band spec-
tral power in each condition, a different pattern emerged. Theta-
band activity was sensitive to the three-way interaction between 
repetition, expectation, and volatility: it was reduced on repetitions 
relative to alternations only when the repetitions were expected, 
and only the environment was stable – i.e., when the alternation 
was not only most surprising, but also prompted the most radical 
revision of the observers’ statistical model of the environment. The 
functional significance of theta-band activity over central and FM 
scalp sites remains to be fully described; early reports emphasized 
its contribution to attention, working memory, or episodic encod-
ing, in particular of novel or unexpected events (Klimesch, 1996; 
Gevins et al., 1997; Bastiaansen and Hagoort, 2003; Summerfield and 
Mangels, 2005). Recent work has drawn a link between FM theta and 
the error-related signals recorded in the evoked potential (Trujillo 
and Allen, 2007; Cohen et al., 2008; Womelsdorf et al., 2010a), or 
to prediction error signals arising in the context of reward-guided 
learning (Cavanagh et al., 2010; Womelsdorf et al., 2010b). These 
findings suggest that theta-band activity may play a key role in the 
monitoring, adjustment, and updating mechanisms by which we 
learn the value of actions (Ridderinkhof et al., 2004; Rushworth and 
Behrens, 2008), a view which is commensurate with a source for FM 
theta in the anterior midline structures of the medial prefrontal and 
anterior cingulate cortices. Indeed, intra-cranial recordings high-
light the cingulate cortex and surrounding medial cortical zones as 
likely contributors to the prominent theta rhythm recorded over 
FM electrodes (Tsujimoto et al., 2006; Cohen et al., 2008). We thus 
observed signals that varied with the extent to which a participant 
learns new information from the statistical structure of the environ-
ment, but this yet higher-order statistical information probably arose 
in the medial PFC, and not in the ventral visual areas. We should 
also emphasize that although the faces were presented incidentally 
in our paradigm, whether this learning was achieved implicitly or 
explicitly remains an open question for future investigations.
To conclude, we report evidence that neural repetition effects 
observable directly at the human scalp index not only bottom-
up stimulus information, but are also modulated by higher-order 
statistical information about the probability that a repetition will 
occur. Like other studies, we found widespread modulation of 
face-evoked potentials by face repetition, and potentials occurring 
more posteriorly were insensitive to the probability of repetition – a 
finding which can be explained by traditional habituation-based 
accounts of RS. Over central electrodes, however, we report signals 
that were sensitive to the (first order) expectation that a repeti-
tion would occur. Finally, we identified a third class of response, 
expressed in spectral power in the theta-band over central electrode 
sites, which was also modulated by a second order expectation (the 
volatility in the environment). Overall, our results are consistent 
with previous work showing that RS of BOLD signals in the fusi-
form cortices vary with the probability of repetition (Summerfield 
et al., 2008; Larsson and Smith, 2011), and support the view that 
RS is at least in part driven by top-down factors.
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